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Bring on the Games!

As we enter our 3rd year online, we are feeling the sense of refreshment and renewal - we 
are well and truly back and bringing promise for the New Year! We’ve received some great 
entries on the theme of Games – poems and prose dealing with all the ups and downs of 
human nature: competitiveness and aggression to teamwork and co-operation. As well as 
the content, we welcome a nice array of visual offerings by Linda Ravenswood following on 
with this great encompassing theme with the Olympics starting in London next year!

We wish you the best for the festive season and keep in touch with Enigma to see some
revamps to the site, more features, ideas and events, and of course more great writing!
Please feel free to send in poetry, prose and more scripts (especially the latter, we would
love to see more of this medium) as well as our online section, which will be revamped
in due course.

Also, why not add your website to our blog roll? Enigma Magazine always strive to
support and promote writers from all over the world, and what better way to show off
their portfolio by linking it through us? Email us at mag.enigma@googlemail.com.

We hope you enjoy the magazine!

Kind regards,
Susan Gray
Editor of Enigma Magazine
www.enigmacw.co.uk 

         EDITOR’S NOTE

GAMES

Please send submissions, suggestions and/or questions to mag.enigma@googlemail.com. 
Information is also available on the website at www.enigmacw.co.uk.

    Enigma
MagazineIssue 7 * Autumn 2011
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To my 6 year old self:
Being the innocent six year old, you are
You will believe that games are what you
Do after school, in break-times, on sunny
Weekends in the park.
In high-school, ‘games’ becomes the new word for P.E.
Never forget your kit in games, or they’ll make you
Run around the yard, or worse give you the musty
Fat boy’s shirt – one size fits all.
Sixth-formers sit around the common room playing
Card games. At home you and dad play
A game of chess; he is unbeatable.
Don’t be hard on yourself: your brain cells are still 
developing.
Your favourite game was Monopoly – a game of
Luck, but don’t tell your opponent that.
At university, even your tutor told you to
‘Play the game!’ Shame you only learnt how to
In the last few months of your finals.
You’ve been playing a game all your life.
There are rules – you’re probably unaware of most of them
But they exist – the boundaries in the life game.
Unlike Snakes and Ladders, you get a second, third or
Even fortieth chance at life until its game over – but this
Can be at any time, arriving stealthily without warning.
Don’t think you’ve got to abide by all the rules –
Only the ones that you trust – after all – none of us
Know who made the rules. And, young six year old –
Don’t be afraid to take risks – it’s not the same as a cheat,
And you can live with yourself.

HW/G/01
 

GAMES
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He has the eyes of a marmoset. Cheeky and all knowing. 
Not a word passes his cheeky lips although the sparkle 
in his eye in never absent.

Through the tropical storm you hear his call, always 
reassuring you of his presence. 

The silky soft tinkling through the midnight rain 
drowning out every sound on the tin roof.

But not flute man, his call cuts through the deafening 
down poor, cuts out all the
dilemmas in your mind, and just for that moment the 
world is silenced. Only for him.

And his soft silky tinkling and murmurs carry on 
sending sweet dreams into your mind.

You never even notice him disappear into the dark and 
ominous night.

FM/SM/01 

Driven by the darkness above all that is dark
Driven by human vanity,
And by resounding envy,
I once again return
To the glory of the poetry eternal.
I branch my verses into the sky;
I return to the earth with my verses
I am blessing my verses in tears.

DD/WW/01

                                                 FLUTE MAN  SWEET KAIDA

DRIVEN BY THE DARKNESS BY ALL THAT IS DARK
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She held an orchid in her hand. It lingered in her palm, the petals slipping 
through her fingers. My hands were cupped underneath, ready to receive the 
flower.

She was dressed in beautiful chainmail garb, the sunshine gleaming off of her 
silver battle dressings, an angelic mirage descended from her place among the 
heavens. In her other hand she clasped the handles of a shield, a sturdy piece 
of metal that was forever fixed to her arm and hand, to guard and protect. As 
she dropped the orchid, she grasped her long sword; it seemed to stretch from 
her other hand and into forever, into the abyss of the sky. The orchid fluttered 
gently into my palm, and a rush of air blew through me as a roar erupted from 
every direction. A hungry flame leapt towards me from the horizon, enveloping 
everything in its path. She lunged on top of me, her shield covering us both, 
protecting us from the fire, from the flame, from oblivion. I knew from my 
dreams that I loved her. 
*
She loved dragons. It was engaging, watching her work as she did. She brought 
with her, to the local library every Wednesday, stories of perilous dragons and 
brave, courageous knights – magnificent fantasies to enrapture the children. I 
sat in my office, drinking my dark and dry coffee, watching as she shuffled her 
small frame through the children’s section to her seat amongst the kids. For 
weeks I watched her from my office window, wondering what kind of a woman 
she was, to write a new story each week for the children, a new adventure of 
heroism and knightly quests. I went to bed, wishing to be a knight from her 
story. When I awoke in a dry sweat, panting heavily, I knew that in my dreams 
I had been the one saved. 

Only once did I venture from my hole to listen to one of her stories. Her eyes 
lifted as I entered the children’s section, and I glimpsed a slight smile as her 
sweet voice continued the story. Sir Gabriel, the hero of the hour, had gone 
in search of the magical golden goblet, the only way he could awake the 
princess from her endless sleep. He followed the advice of an elderly witch 
through a dangerous, heavily wooded forest, until he came to a large cave. Sir 
Gabriel stood before the cave, sword drawn, sweat dripping inside his armour, 
wondering what large beast would be awaiting him inside the darkness. From 
within, he could hear the mighty roar of a dragon, a beastly ten-story serpent 

 SWEET KAIDA
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that had guarded the goblet for centuries; no knight had ever touched the 
goblet, and yet Sir Gabriel must try (the children’s eyes were transfixed, 
their breath staunched, their mouths agape as they stared ahead, awaiting 
the next line). Sir Gabriel ventured inside the dark cave, where almost 
immediately it was illuminated by the most glorious of lights. The dragon’s 
fire swept across the cave floor, and Sir Gabriel avoided it just in time.
My eyes drifted closed. Sir Gabriel was alive in my mind, and her beautifully 
gentle voice guided him. In the end, Sir Gabriel handed the princess the 
goblet, waking her from her endless slumber. She spotted him beside her 
bed, holding the goblet to her lips, and her heart was his. Sir Gabriel held 
his sword high in triumph. A clamour of cheers erupted from the children, 
and I found myself clapping along beside them. As my eyes slowly opened, 
I could see her gaze settled upon me once more. My cheeks flushed darkly. 
I had gotten this far, journeying from my office. I decided to take the extra 
step. I approached my mystery woman and asked her of her name.
“Kaida.”

“That’s beautiful.” 

“Thank you. What’s yours?”

“Simon.”

She smiled, and I smiled back. She was infectious.

We slept together that night, my first in a very long time. Afterwards, we 
embraced the moment, with smiles, afraid to touch each other like school 
children. I kept thinking back to her story at the library, thinking of Sir 
Gabriel. She was my princess. My Kaida.

Her apartment was cluttered with all types of old books; history books 
of a kind, stacked in corners and scattered across the floor. On a distant 
table, there stood a statuette of a magnificent spectacle. It was nearly two 
feet long, coiled around itself like ouroboros, with sharp pointed ears and 

SWEET KAIDA
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SWEET KAIDA

flashing eyes and a two-pronged tongue that licked the air before it. I asked 
her what it was.

“A European serpent.”

“Serpent?”

“A dragon. It holds mythical and spiritual power. Many people still believe 
they exist.”

I stared at the statuette, deep into its fiery eyes, its rigid scales, and split 
tongue that seemed to be fluttering in the wind of the ceiling fan.

“It’s beautiful”, I said.

We lay atop the mattress, staring at the ceiling, sweat drenching our bodies. 
In the darkness of the night, before we fell asleep in the bed, she raised 
herself on one elbow and looked deep into my face. 

“I’m leaving for Europe tomorrow”, she said. 

“That’s okay.”

“I’ll be gone for a while.”

I didn’t say anything.

“I’m doing research there.”

“Will you be back?”

“Some day.”

“Will you come back for me?”
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SWEET KAIDA

“Yes.”

“I believe you.”
*
And so it was. She vanished as quickly as she came. My mystery woman. 
My Kaida.

I received letters, weekly updates on her travels. She never explained her 
purpose or research. She said over and over again how she loved me and 
would be back for me. I’ll be back soon. I will take you away. Her letters 
repeated over and over, and how I wished to wake up one day to find her 
standing there beside my bed, a packed suitcase ready in hand, her mouth 
smiling to say, Let’s leave forever.

My daily life took on a routine boredom. My Kaida was no longer there to 
enchant the children with tales of dragons and knights. Little by little, the 
children stopped coming to Wednesday readings, and the children’s section 
became a desolate and dusty place to walk. Yet, I found myself walking 
the aisles in my free time, peeking through the titles to read tales of heroic 
knights and damsels in distress. How I longed to find Sir Gabriel in search 
of his golden goblet.

My sweet Kaida seemed to be nowhere; if she was not with me, then did she 
exist at all? I thought of her dragon statuette, the books scattered amongst 
her floor. I did all I could to keep going, using her letters as my motivation, 
my solace from lonely isolation.

One day in the mail I received not a letter, but a photograph. It slipped 
out of the tenderly sealed envelope and into my hand. I could smell her 
scent drift from the envelope, wrapping around me like a warm blanket. 
The photo was a wide spread of flowers, flowers I had never before seen. 
For a mile it must have seemed, this field to spread. Turning the photograph 
over, I read my Kaida’s sweet handwriting: Dracula vampire. Everywhere. 
I have finally found it, my love.
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SWEET KAIDA

Her words were cryptic, but they felt comforting. She was reaching her goal, 
and now she would soon return. In my dreams, I was visited by dragons 
and knights, all singing of our love, of our reunion. As the dream sang to 
me, I could see Kaida in the distance, dressed in a wonderfully bright garb 
of chainmail. It was draped over her beautiful chest with exquisite care. 
In a flash, she was wearing full silver armour, placing her helm atop her 
head. She picked up her long sword as a dragon screamed into view, and 
she rushed it, her sword cutting through the haze with shining light. The 
long sword struck the dragon, and a bright light flashed before my eyes, 
illuminating the darkness surrounding me.

I awoke. My body was drenched in sweat. Half of the bed was cold and 
empty. Forever would I be alone until she returned to me.
*
Another letter came the following day. This letter seemed thicker. I snatched 
it out of the mailbox and rushed into my home, holding it close to my chest, 
sensing some piece of Kaida had been delivered along with it.

I could smell her, hear her, feel her. Everything about her, everything in her, 
had been packaged in this one envelope. As I tore it open, I could feel her 
hand reaching out from within, holding an orchid and placing it gracefully 
in my hand, letting its scent and beauty illuminate the room, shining 
brightly as it blinded me, forcing a smile to thicken across my face, a smile 
I could not erase.

RD/SK/01
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THIS ROOM

This Room

I see us sitting in a room
You sitting at a table,
I wish I were at your back.

I wish I could watch you, sitting there,
Breathing.

I would watch your back,
Your spine.
It’s beautiful, your spine.

Your solders,
Your arms,
As they rest on the table.

White hands like porcelain,
Fingers like a pianist
Resting there.

I wish I were there with you,
In that room.
Wherever it is.
JM/TR/01
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AM

Is the morning supposed to paint our sallow faces custard cream or pat 
charcoal smears under our eyes and dash our brow with sweaty black that 
smears onto our pillow as we turn to show defiance against the bright 
morning? 

The sound of the morning churning its way through each orifice of your 
body causes you to find solace in the plump darkness of your pillows. Like 
a world, a world so small only one’s imagination is its slave to it, it becomes 
forced to recognise and join the race. The pillows act as a blunt wooden 
sword, against their dazzling display of metal enigma. 

Leaves appeared as charmingly sculpted bombs. 

The trunk erected itself as a sleeping weapon, a monster that had grown, 
each night whilst I slept, to eventually release its hunched shoulders and 
shoot at me as his disarrayed hair of bombs tilt back in fourth, one or two 
clinking against my window sill. 

The clouds appeared like the last cough of an old man. Clouds with clout 
showed his stern disapproval of the day, as the leaves shook I could hear his 
cough tremble. Clouds that broke off from others were strands of his white 
beard falling and disintegrating. 

The labourers whistled through their duties. Their uniformed selves 
mocked her idle existence on the opposite side of the glass. They ate their 
sandwiches whole. They smoked in between. Their faces were long and their 
eyes sagged at the corners, giving them a grimace that seemed to slowly 
twist until they looked distorted. Distorted. Someone was. They looked like 
their fathers had given them a kick up the back side, commanding them to 
go to work, where they had landed on their faces and momentarily looked 
up at me. The sandwiches selling point, its filling, fell onto their laps. 
Their wet mouths slipped around swear words, before bombs of groans, 
a brief splutter of rage, bombarded their car that no invisible hand could 
interfere. 
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The sky brightened but my roof remained tight shut, my lids encased 
themselves and my lips became foreign to my tongue. The interlude 
between premature wake after sleep became a blizzard in my mind that 
whisked itself into hijacking venom. The challenge to awake the reptile 
was due. 

EJ/AM/01

AM TOYED
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And then you hop scotched
From holding my foetus hand
To kissing my neck.
Where’s Wally?
My ‘jama t-shirt asked.
What are we doing?
My brain did not question
But probably should have.
Your outstretched hand
Distracted my mouth.
And I probably bit you
As you pulled me closer.
We were but
Paper dolls
Holding
Paper hands.
I should have snipped your arm off.
For, I was nothing
More than one doll
In a long cortège
Of your playthings.
HB/T/01
 

TOYED
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Camus is arguing against suicide
In the face of absurdity;
He’s toe-to-toe with a disillusioned,
Unpublished wall,
But he’s still bringing me down
So I evict him from the room:
The automobile
Warped and grinning
In twisted fate
(Something not quite approaching irony).
There are others here
Vying for my listless attention:
Up above my right-hand shoulder
Kerouac and Burroughs, pepped up
On Bennies and their literary debut
Are talking non-stop
About their friend Lucien
A knife
Hippos.
They make more sense than later on
In the night
When Burroughs retires for a subdued fix
In a roomful of cats
Assigned to his protection,
Kerouac mounts
Some young groupie under the stairs
But grunt drunk and impotent
He’s back soon and angrier than ever,
Discounting all his beauty
In favour of another beer
 (Celine listens quietly
Until the end of the night).

Meanwhile

BOOK PARTY
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BOOK PARTY

Kafka refuses to come through the front door,
He’s busy scribbling away
Some sentimental nonsense
For a girl who has lost her doll.
But he turns his small back to me
When I get closer (hawk profile shattering in 
sensitivity),
He tells me it’s personal,
Muttering something about the penal colony
If I don’t keep my eyes to myself.
Alright, I leave him to it
As the small street darkens
And he struggles with his
Eager pen
And
Eager doubts.

Now look: Bukowski’s resorted
To the replicated beast, mewling
young novella
Mary in the corner. Nabokov
Isn’t having any of it,
But Bukowski’s sure of his weakness,
And after roaring dirty-old-man accusations
Vladimir leaves swiftly,
Shaking his head at me
For introducing such a list.
Now
I notice Truman hung close to Charles.
He’s mocking him and beckoning to him,
Baiting him as he did Perry Smith,
Encouraging the drunk,
Trying to get him to take another step forward,
Looking for motivation,
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Trying to forget about his mother.
Mr. Wilde sits above him, on the stairway
Legs crossed
Smoking a slender cigarette and looking casually bemused
By the whole shenanigans. I hear
He’s still on probation,
Won’t make a move on anyone tonight.
And of course Allen is crouched
Just up above him, tickling his ears,
Trying to woo the impenetrable.

Across the room
Harold and Sam sit on the bright orange couch
(It is not as bright as Sam’s spectacled fury).
They are
Best of chums,
Talking about something gloomy no doubt.

Out of place,
Woody Allen is lurking just behind the two,
Fidgeting nervously.
I don’t remember inviting him,
And judging by the way he’s acting,
He’s a gatecrasher. I keep quiet,
For fear I’ll spoil the ambience.
Besides, Mailer and Thomas are
Quarrelling amiably in the far corner
And I don’t want them getting anymore worked up,
Not when I’ve got Bukowski over here
Causing all manner of problems.

Well, at least Hemingway is subdued:
He finished a whole bottle of bourbon
To himself,

BOOK PARTY BOOK PARTY
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BOOK PARTY

And now he’s passed out
On the wooden floor,
Directly in front
Of Sam and Harold.
Sam gives him a sharp poke
With the point of his shoe
And poor Ernest mumbles
A little unintelligibly, a
Little imprecise,
Something about icebergs and shotguns.

“Still alive,”
I hear Sam say, turning back to Harold,
“He’s definitely still alive.”
H/G/01
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A LESSON IN LIFE

Chase a ball
Catch the ball
Run away from the ball
Dodge the ball
Run after the ball
Head the ball
Kick the ball
Swerve the ball
Volley the ball
Hit the ball
Follow the ball
Hit by the ball
Smash the ball
Bounce the ball
Throw the ball
Pass the ball
Spin the ball

Ball games: keep your eye on the ball.

HW/LL/02
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A LESSON IN LIFE WHAT’S YOUR STORY?

Why do I write?

I’m a very vivid dreamer. I always was when I was a child. I’d write my stories 
recording the content of the dream I’d had the night before. The first stories I 
remember writing were in year four, Mr Buxton’s class. I would be eight.

I couldn’t wait to get out of this Hicksville town even then. So I wrote about 
what was in my dreams, tales of intrigue and adventure, not ever anything too 
serious, always
dreaming. So my first story was about a whale that saved me from drowning 
in the sea. 

After that I’d try to record all of my most interesting dreams. Although my 
favourite form of writing developed while I was living in London. Living my 
day-to-day life in the vibrant city I’d come across a real mish mash of people, 
who became the inspiration for my writing. 

Always particular characters would spark off a story in my mind and I’d want 
to record that character, sometimes just one sentence would be enough to 
capture the character, and other times a story would unfold.

Wherever I come across an intriguing character, on the streets of London, New 
York,
Beijing, Birmingham, even my hickville hometown, wherever I happen to be I 
always sit back and think, “The world fascinates me.” – Andy Warhol.

Sophie Moseley
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Winners don’t always get gold,
Sometimes they just get old,
For there are struggles that can’t be seen,
And measured,
Go unrewarded.
Sometimes it’s not the bold,
Or brave who battle against the cold,
But the weak and weary, loveless, lost,
Fickle and flightless souls,
Who choose to continue,
For one more day,
Without medals.
ND/WM/01
  

WITHOUT MEDALS
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GAME STATION

Games with the opposite sex;
A battering eyelid, a sly smile
An overdue reply to a text.

Tactics to get a seat on the tube;
A foot shuffle, a quick dart
Not even thinking it rude.

Pretending to read the paper;
Staring at the same spot, as strained ears
Listen to your passenger’s plans for later.

Talking to your Gran on the phone;
Saying yes when she asks how you are
Before she rambles onto her next moan.

Eyeing up the last biscuit;
Exaggerating you don’t want it
Oh look, too late, you’ve missed it.
The crumb in the crease of your manager’s face;
A gestured wipe, an indication
No, I do not have an itch on my face.

Shaking the cat biscuits box
Tricking your feline, that these are the best
When you imagine them to taste like socks.

The lecturer asking for a volunteer;
Staring at the floor, avoiding eye contact
Do not pick me, pick my peer.

Walking past wolf-whistling builders;
Keeping your cool, adopting deafness
Do I look like a walking billboard?
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GAME STATION

Making gibberish small talk;
Silence fillers, encouraging “mmms”
“Oh so you studied at York.”

Someone asks you for directions;
A familiar street name, this is my area after all
I told them the wrong way on reflection.

Picking up the phone;
Who’s speaking? “Hi. It’s me”
You? Could it be Uncle Tone?

Playing mind games as a cover for the real thing:
“I fancy you!”
“I want a bloody seat after standing all day!”
“I want to hear your plans for tonight even though it’s none of my 
business!”
“It’s no use; I simply can’t understand a word of what you’re saying!”
“I want the last biscuit!”
“You have something on your face!”
“Yeah, I wouldn’t eat these biscuits if I were a cat!”
“If I stare at the floor, I am invisible.”
“I am not a dog; I do not respond to a whistle”
“Shall we both just say what we really think?”
“Sorry I have no idea where that street is”
“Who is me?!”
And now your cover is blown.

HW/GS/03
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Winter-wet moorland oozed cold blackness under our feet as we climbed, 
trailing ectoplasm coils of breath, beneath a smoky ceiling of cloud.

“Keep an eye on the compass,” said Frank, indicating the clouds that were 
now engulfing the summit of our Perthshire peak, “We’ll be among that lot 
soon.”  True enough, before long we had slipped into the gloom, and were 
treading through a soft wetness of snow.  Gradually, the snow dried and 
deepened and firmed.  Fierce wind gusts folded the thick clammy cloud 
around us.

Gradually the wind grew in intensity and tugged at our clothes and 
rucksacks and lifted little confetti-puffs of dry snow to mingle with the 
milky cloud.  We picked our way carefully round a snow-rimed outcrop 
and found ourselves standing on a flat, frozen subsidiary summit facing a 
wind of snarling savagery.

“Bloody mugs’ game!” yelled Frank, turning his back to the blast.  I did the 
same, waiting for the power of the gust to subside, but it didn’t.  The wind 
kept on roaring.  It was there to stay.  “What’s the quickest way down?” 
Frank shouted again.

I worked quickly with compass and tightly-folded map.  “North, straight 
down into the high glen.” I shouted back.

“Never mind all that!  Just point!” Frank roared.

I mirrored the direction of the compass needle with my index finger and we 
slithered off quickly, carefully.  These hills were notorious for steep outcrops 
that were difficult to see from above until you hurtled off them into space.  
The high glen, running west-east to the north of our hill, quickly gave us 
protection from the south-westerly winds and we were able to slow down 
and relax.

The cloud had crept further down the hill’s flanks so that, even though I 
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estimated we could be no higher than 2000ft, we were still in the clammy 
grip of the fog.  The ground had levelled out and we were in an area of 
snow-covered rocky hummocks.

‘Lunch,’ said Frank.

We spread survival bags on a stretch of soft ground and sat down to squashed 
sandwiches, icy fruit and flasks of tepid but welcome tea.  Another hill had 
beaten us.  This was proving to be a winter of low achievement, yet there 
was some consolation in being seated in reasonable comfort in an abode of 
snow and rock, the only sounds the distant roaring of the wind on the ridge 
and the whisper of far-imagined burns, while thick mist circumscribed our 
world to a tiny circle of wildness.  Man had no place, here; yet here we 
were.

‘Explorers, eh? said Frank, ‘We could be stuck in the Antarctic or some place 
like that.  Snowbound.  Marooned.  Like Shackleton.’

‘Maybe, but hopefully we’ll still be on the evening train from Crianlarich.  
Not quite the Antarctic.’

‘Dae ye know where we are?’

‘Aye, roughly,’ I said, pointing at the map.  ‘The burn below us leads to 
Glen Falloch. Once we’re down we can follow the West Highland Way to 
Crianlarich.’

The winding sheet of snow and cloud still enfolded us tightly.  We could 
have been the only people left in the world, I thought; Frank had clearly been 
musing along the same lines, for he said, ‘It’s like some nuclear holocaust 
sci-fi thing.  We could get back down to civilisation and find that we’re the 
only people left.  Everyone else wiped out.’

‘Aye, just like Reagan to push the nuclear button when we’ve got unused 
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return halves on train tickets.’

‘Spoken like a true Scotsman.’

We rested for a while and then, when the cold began to penetrate, prepared 
to go.  Yet we were reluctant to leave this special, secret, silent place.  There 
was a temptation to just stand there and listen to the peace, to savour the 
isolation.  The faint voice of the wind could still be heard, just louder than 
the whisper of shifting snow and the distant rumours of waterfalls.

And then, from somewhere beyond the enclosing clouds, came a sudden 
rending of the quiet, a great, resounding klaxon-like blast that resonated for 
several seconds and then ceased, its memory lingering in the echoes from 
every glen and corrie and fold in the hills.

‘What the hell was that?’ said Frank, as we gazed at each other in slack-
jawed confusion.

I had no idea.  With a feeble intention of lightening the mood, I suggested, 
‘Perhaps it was the four-minute warning?’ and then immediately wished I 
hadn’t.  Suppose it was the four-minute warning?  Suppose our land was 
about to be laid waste by nuclear holocaust, every town and city flattened, 
every person and every creature, even on this snowy, mist-wreathed hillside, 
burnt to a cinder?

‘What would you do if it was the four-minute warning?’ I asked. ‘How 
would you spend your last four minutes?’

Frank gave a bitter laugh; ‘Stuck up here, we’re a bit starved of options, 
aren’t we?’

Neither of us, I suppose, really imagined that this was actually the end.  But 
in an exposed situation like ours that great trumpet blast – the last trump? 
–seemed especially mysterious. What other explanation could there be?
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We turned and began to pick our way down the slope, aiming to reach the 
floor of the high glen and follow the stream downhill to Glen Falloch.  What 
else was there to do?  We had only started a minute or so, had only added a 
couple of hundred yards of troubled snow to our downward trail, when the 
colossal outpouring of deep brassy sound came again.

When the last echoes had faded to silence, Frank said, “Damn it, what is 
that thing?”

We continued our descent. The sound must indicate something, but 
whatever it meant, we were at least still here, alive, walking.  A few minutes 
passed.  The snow underfoot had thinned but the clouds still had us in their 
grip.  We existed in a vaporous bubble of fifty yards radius.  Fear had faded; 
only mystery remained.

And then the Earth shook with seismic ferocity.  A deep-bellied, thunderous, 
roaring explosion came from somewhere, deafening in itself but prolonged 
as the familiar pattern of echoes reverberated among the hills.  After what 
seemed like a long time, the sounds died away and we stared at each other 
in dumb terror.  Not speaking, we counted down to the time when the 
nuclear shock wave would strike, the swift hot wind that would kill us, fry 
us and vaporise us.

It didn’t come.  We nodded to each other and continued downhill, through 
slushy snow fragments and wet grass, and found ourselves in a stand of 
thin birch forest through which a pattern of tiny burns picked their way.  
Just then the fog was ripped apart like a shredded newspaper and below us 
stretched the long wooded trench of Glen Falloch.  Traffic beetled along the 
A82 and a goods train pulsed northward.  Life was going on.

We continued to lose height, now below the cloud and in a thin, unpleasant 
drizzle, and gradually turned to follow the high glen on its path down to 
the Falloch.  Frank stopped and looked ahead of him.  ‘Big road works on 
the A82, I see,’ he said.  And then, again, came that mournful klaxon, but 
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this time we could tell that it came from somewhere down in the glen.  As 
on the previous occasion, it was repeated.  As the last echoes died away, we 
waited for the climax.  From a raw rock edge near the roadwork we saw a 
discreet puff of smoke appear, and then the hillside seemed to erupt in an 
inferno of flying rock.  The thunderous roar hit us, and we turned our back 
on the source.  When we looked again there was a pall of dust and smoke 
hanging over the road works, and a way had been blasted out of the bare 
rock.

There was no fear, now.  ‘The road!’ Frank yelled, ‘Of course! They’re 
blasting rock to widen the road!

“Mystery solved then, Watson.”

“Bloody relief.  I was worried for a bit back there, I can tell you.’

Two hours later we were downing pie and chips in the station tearoom at 
Crianlarich, cheerful again, garrulous with the adventure of the day and 
already planning our next outing.  When the train growled in from the 
north we rushed out into the chill darkness and found ourselves seats in a 
quiet coach, still full of talk and hope.

Everything seemed normal, familiar, human.  As the train rattled alongside 
Loch Lomond, which glinted in the dark outside, we grew quiet.  Talk, 
mere talk and cheerfulness, couldn’t erase the fears we had met on the hill.  
Things had changed; we had changed, and we knew, we both knew, there 
could never be ‘normal’ any more, not after being brought face-to-face with 
a terrible possibility.
DM/SS/01
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NEW - ENIGMA PUZZLE CORNER!

See opposite page for the clues! A big thank you to Paul Kibley for providing 
this issue’s puzzle.
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Across 

 1 Mourn loss of game initially altered by net’s boundaries (6)
 5 Enormous, unusual game (4)
 7 Beastly male, having partially lost a game (4)
 8 Notes one and three? Absolutely not - it’s part of a game (6)
 9 Not just the middle of game, spoken (6)
 10 Finally plays the best tennis, winning a number of games (4)
 12 Like smoke? Start to leave children’s game (1-3)
 14 Generous helping of game figures here: get fatter, eating seconds (6)
 16 Play game with hen, do a hit (4-2)
 18 Atypical pig with dream lost game badly - weakling (4)
 19 Game tackle? Not if it was one of these, reportedly (4)
 20 Suppress vegetable game (6)

Down

 2 Godess and topless gamers running mad with it (7)
 3 Game beginning and ending in listener’s game (5)
 4 DKNY? It’s wild, strangely, for this game (11)
 5 Notes game mosquitoes secreted (5)
 6 Piece from leading game up north (3)
 11 Theism’s slightly restructured in this game (3,4)
 13 Shout “Yoga? Me, Del? Not game!” (5)
 15 Hindu monk had us gaming (5)
 17 I remove the head from a kids’ game (3)
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SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

Enigma aims to make the creative writing world accessible to all as part of the 
arts programme for the charity CAARE (The Council for the Advancement 
of Arts and Recreation in Education). Its ethos is for all people of all ages 
and backgrounds to have the opportunity to have their work published and 
shared with others.

Enigma reflects the wide variety of today’s creative writing, from works by 
published authors to poetry from school children. We want to show that 
anyone with a pen and paper can write and improve by seeing their work 
alongside others.

Why “Enigma”?

All work is identified by a code, rather than a name. The code can be 
referenced simply with the alphabet, but our aim is that all work should be 
read without prejudice on its first read, and can be traced now to the back 
of the publication to find out more about the writer.

Submission guidelines

Up to three poems/short stories/short scripts (up to 3,000 words max) per 
person are accepted.

NB: Also please include a short paragraph about what made you interested 
in writing as reference to the code if you get selected. Examples of this can 
be seen at the back of this issue.

Features
What’s your story?

No matter what background, aspirations or goals in the literary world, 
Enigma Magazine would be delighted to hear your story for this quarterly 
feature. The limit is 300 to 500 words.
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Submissions should be sent to editor@enigmacw.co.uk or by post to 
Enigma Magazine
41 Floral Street
Covent Garden
London 
WC2E 9DG 
Entitled “What’s your story?”

Enigma is published by CAARE (The Council for the Advancement of Arts, 
Recreation and Education)
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ABOUT CAARE

Enigma Creative Writing magazine is currently being published by the 
London charity CAARE (The Council for the Advancement of Arts, 
Recreation and Education), who have now acted as a guardian for arts 
and sports in Britain for over 10 years. Protecting Britain’s cultural interest, 
they often undergo political campaigns, archive and research information 
regarding the mental and physical
well being of the nation.

The founder, operatic conductor Denis Vaughan, the initial driving force 
and founding father of the National Lottery in Britain, set up to provide 
a funding foundation for Arts and Sports. He has also been mentioned as 
‘the man who brought more money to sport than anyone else in the 20th 
Century.’ CAARE is the only charity to fully monitor Lottery spending on 
good causes, and over
time the priorities over the use of Lottery funds have changed and used for 
other purposes. 

CAARE’s main ethos is to widen access and participation in arts and sports to 
the Lottery’s full potential, and must be protected to serve its paying public 
personally. In the past year, articles about CAARE and Denis Vaughan has 
had quite a wide range of media coverage including, The Times, The Daily 
Mail, The Scotsman and Time Out magazine.

Enigma Creative Writing Magazine is only one of their projects to spread 
awareness of arts and sports for the public, and all proceeds from purchasing 
this magazine in print in the future will go towards this cause. To find out 
more about current and past projects, visit www.caare.co.uk.
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HW/G/01, HW/LL/02, HW/GS/03
Games, A Lesson in Life, Game Station – Heather Wells
Every day I am faced with new emotions, feelings, thoughts and ideas and 
writing is, for me the only way to channel them. I am a recent graduate 
about to embark on the working world. At university I developed a love 
for creative writing, particularly composing poems. I am also greatly 
influenced by the life and works of D.H. Lawrence, a local writer from 
the same place of my study. To enjoy the freedom of self-expression and 
being creative makes me happy. When I get the opportunity, I enjoy making 
myself more cultured in the arts by going to watch, see and listen to art 
exhibitions and films. I love to meet new people, but enjoy spending time 
in the company of close friends and a beer. I also love collecting beautiful 
knitwear, particularly hats. I live in London, but have travelled to Brazil, 
Canada, New York, Italy, Spain, France, Germany, Holland, Greece, Austria, 
Denmark, Romania, Scotland and Ireland and hope to travel more! I have 
always done voluntary work as I find helping others very rewarding. My 
favourite thing to do is to read a book, or be writing a poem with my cat, 
couscous on my lap and a cup of tea in hand. The small things in life make 
me happy. 

SM/FM/01
Flute Man – Sophie Moseley
I’m a very vivid dreamer. I always was when I was a child. I’d write my 
stories recording the content of the dream I’d had the night before. The first 
stories I remember writing were in year four, Mr Buxtons class. I would be 
eight. I couldn’t wait to get out of this Hicksville town even then. So I wrote 
about what was in my dreams, tales of intrigue and adventure, not ever 
anything too serious, always dreaming.

WW/DD/01
Driven by the Darkness by all that is Dark – Walter William Safar
WALTER WILLIAM SAFAR was born on August 6th 1958 Sherman-TEXAS-.
He is the author of a number of a significant number of prose works and 
novels, including “Leaden fog”, “Chastity on sale”, “In the flames of 
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passion”, “The price of life”, “Above the clouds”, “The infernal circle”, 
“The scream”, “The negotiator”, “Queen Elizabeth II”, as well as a book of 
poems, titled “The angel and the demon”.

RD/SK/01
Sweet Kaida – Ryan Deziel
Ryan Deziel is a resident of the Northeast, and has been interested in writing 
since his youth. He has been involved in writing groups and classes while 
honing his skills. He entered the world of fiction when he was quite young 
(too young to remember exactly how it happened), and enjoys experimenting 
with the elements of writing. Outside of the realm of writing, he is also an 
avid athlete and musician, as well as a teacher at a pre-school. 

JM/TR/01
This Room – Janine McEwan
I’m a twenty-nine year old female writer living in inner city Glasgow. 
I was born with Cerebral Palsy, which affects my mobility and speech. I 
use a wheelchair to move around and I use a communication aid called a 
Lightwriter in order to communicate.

In 2010 I was awarded a mentorship on the Clydebuilt Apprenticeship 
Scheme: a one-year process that culminated in the launch of a poetry 
booklet in 2011.

In July of this year, my short play ‘Daddy Bang Bang’ was selected for the 
Page to Stage scheme organized by Playwright Studio Scotland.

I have also got a extract of my novel in the publication Duality 5.I have 
recently made it into a group for Playwright Mentoring Scheme run by 
Playwright Studio Scotland.
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EJ/AM/01
AM  -  Emma Jacobs
My interest in Writing cannot be correlated to a direct point in time where 
it suddenly reared itself. It has always been an interest and with the aid of 
Creative Writing being explored at University, I became further propelled 
into writing. Parents who pushed me to read at a fairly young age, I suppose 
is something I can now thank them for. I particularly enjoy the study and 
writing into Feminist Literature. For now, my blog keeps me content, and 
others interested. Writing is part of who I am, and now with any thought 
that arrives, which doesn’t balloon and pop like most of the remainder of 
my thoughts, it must be noted, regardless if it is seemingly boring. Day to 
day sights inspire me, where I obscure them. I am currently working, freshly 
graduated and currently organising a travel writing experience that I hope 
will cross my foot over into a world of writing and creativity. My writing 
is under-developed and I am young. But i have plenty of ideas. Many I 
forget and another idea is lost, but enough are in storage, currently on post-
its to be exact. Writing is what consolidates and mangles my thoughts all 
at once. Writing can serve as the cause of any weaknesses I attribute, or 
purpose itself as much needed medication. Where it may shrink the soul, 
it inevitably deepens it however. Writing can appear like a harbour where 
different ships of thoughts and feelings leave but is never left empty. By 
now, I am sure you are too sweetened by my perfume. This is the problem; 
writers never know how to shut up.  

Emma Jacobs, 22 years old, resides in North London.

AE/BP/01 
Alun Evans- Book Party
I’m currently studying a Creative Writing MA in Manchester.
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HB/T/01 
Hay Brundson - Toyed
I am Hay, a 22 year old poet from Stroud, Gloucestershire. 

I enjoy both playwriting and poetry. I have had plays performed by 
university students and poetry published in several literary magazines, 
including Ink, Sweat and Tears and Message in a Bottle.
Apart from putting pen to paper (or quill to papyrus, if that’s how you 
choose to live your life) I enjoy making whimsical bedroom furnishings, 
Australia as a concept and moseying round inevitably disappointing 
village fêtes.

ND/WM/01
Without Medals - Naomi Davidson
I think it is largely an interest in people that drives me to write poetry. I 
have always been amazed by the ordinary enormity of everyday life and 
the drama and story behind the simplest of things. Language is a way of 
exploring the world and processing ideas for me.

DM/SS/01
Snowbound like Shackleton – David McVey
David McVey is half a century old, worked for many years at the University 
of Paisley and enjoys hill walking, history, watching football and reading. 
He has been writing seriously for over 20 years and has published nearly 
100 short stories and hundreds of articles. Snowbound Like Shackleton is 
a loose fictionalisation of something that happened while he and a friend 
were blundering about in mist and snow on a hill called Beinn Chabhair.

Word Puzzle Answers!

Across: 1 Lament, 5 Mega, 7 Stag, 8 Domino, 9 Amoral, 10 Sets, 12 I-spy, 14 
Wisden, 16 Head-on, 18 Drip, 19 Fowl, 20 Squash.
Down: 2 Artemis, 3 Eager, 4 Tiddlywinks, 5 Memos, 6 Gun, 11 The Sims, 
13 Yodel, 15 Sadhu, 17 Ego. 
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